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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
         

BEVERLY HILLS’ CARLYLE INN GETS A CHIC $1 MILLION  
ART DECO INSPIRED MAKEOVER  

Irvine, CA (June 30, 2015) – In a town where makeovers are the norm, it was only a matter of 
time before the Carlyle Inn got its facelift. Today, after more than a $1 million renovation, the 32-
room charmer is ready for its close-up.  

Keeping with the luxury feel of Beverly Hills, the boutique hotel received a stylish Art Deco-
inspired, Hollywood-worthy revamp. The hotel’s focal point, an interior courtyard, has been 
transformed with black and white graphic stripes and bold pops of orange.  Oversized black 
and white umbrellas offer shade for your complimentary breakfast. The upper deck boasts an 
Astroturf treatment, making it the perfect place to snag a chaise lounge to relax and enjoy the 
California sunshine.  

In the lobby, tile floors feature a chic grey and black border hexagon pattern. Antiqued mirrors 
and glamorous furniture with modern textiles underscore the aesthetic of the 1920’s. A custom 
art installation featuring floating bowler hats channels the silent movies of the era and serves as 
a conversation starter.  

In the hotel’s guestrooms, visitors enjoy a modernized deco domain. The unique carpet 
features a welcoming tone-on-tone branch motif, while the bright white furniture is 
complimented by mixes of metal accessories, mirrors, and pinstripes. An art deco fan print wall 
covering envelopes the headboard wall. Pointed finger hand pillows and houndstooth throw 
blankets adorn the bed, reinforcing the playful theme. Guestroom bathrooms were also 
upgraded including a back-lit mirror. 
 

 
The hotel’s breakfast room features new luxurious Carrera marble, while the fitness room 
channels a 1920’s boxing gym, equipped with punching bags, vintage weights and jump ropes. 
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The Carlyle Inn is situated conveniently near Beverly Hills and the area’s many shopping, dining 
and nightlife attractions, yet is an intimate enclave away from the city’s hustle and bustle. 
Guests are welcomed with a number of amenities including free Wi-Fi, a sundeck with lounge 
chairs and spa tub, 24-hour lobby business center and in-room Keurig coffee maker.  
 
Carlyle Inn is located at 1119 S Robertson Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90035, and can be reached 
by calling (800) 322-7595 or online, http://www.pacificahotels.com/carlyleinn. It is owned and 
operated by Pacifica Hotels. 

 
 
About Pacifica Hotels 
Pacifica Hotels was formed in January of 1993 to consolidate the hospitality operations of Invest West 
Financial Corporation, which has been involved in the acquisition, development, refurbishing and 
operating of quality hotel properties and other commercial real estate properties for almost 30 years. 
Today, Pacifica Hotels is the largest owner and operator of boutique hotels on the Pacific coast. Pacifica 
Hotels’ 27 independent and flag properties in key California cities from San Diego to San Francisco, as 
well as Hawaii and Florida, feature outstanding locations, AAA 3 and 4-diamond ratings, upgraded 
amenities and high standards of guest service. For complete hotel descriptions and reservations, visit 
www.pacificahotels.com 
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